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Trademark/Service Mark Application, Principal Register
Serial Number: 77913563
Filing Date: 01/16/2010

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field
SERIAL NUMBER

Entered
77913563

MARK INFORMATION
*MARK

IPAD

STANDARD CHARACTERS

YES

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE

YES

LITERAL ELEMENT

IPAD

MARK STATEMENT

The mark consists of standard characters,
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.

REGISTER

Principal

APPLICANT INFORMATION
*OWNER OF MARK

IP Application Development LLC

*STREET

2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400

*CITY

Wilmington

*STATE
(Required for U.S. applicants)

Delaware

*COUNTRY

United States

*ZIP/POSTAL CODE
(Required for U.S. applicants only)

19808

EMAIL ADDRESS

ipadevel@gmail.com

LEGAL ENTITY INFORMATION
TYPE

limited liability company

STATE/COUNTRY WHERE LEGALLY
ORGANIZED

Delaware

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES AND BASIS INFORMATION
*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

009
Computers, computer peripheral devices,
computer terminals; computer hardware;
computer gaming machines, microprocessors,
memory boards, monitors, displays,
keyboards, cables, modems, printers, disk
drives, adapters, adapter cards, connectors
and drivers; blank computer storage media;
magnetic data carriers; computer software
and firmware, namely, operating system
programs, data synchronization programs,
and application development tool programs
for personal and handheld computers; prerecorded computer programs for personal
information management, database
management software, character recognition
software, telephony management software,
electronic mail and messaging software,
paging software, mobile telephone software;
database synchronization software, computer
programs for accessing, browsing and
searching online databases, computer
hardware and software for providing
integrated telephone communication with
computerized global information networks;
handheld digital electronic devices and
software related thereto; MP3 and other
digital format audio players; hand held
computers, tablet computers, personal digital
assistants, electronic organizers, electronic
notepads; mobile digital electronic devices,
global positioning system (GPS) devices,
telephones; handheld and mobile digital
electronic devices for the sending and
receiving of telephone calls, faxes, electronic
mail, and other digital data; cordless
telephones; mobile telephones; parts and
accessories for mobile telephones; facsimile
machines, answering machines, cameras,
videophones, telephone-based information
retrieval software and hardware; electronic
handheld units for the wireless receipt,
storage and/or transmission of data and
messages, and electronic devices that enable

*IDENTIFICATION

the user to keep track of or manage personal
information; electronic communication
equipment and instruments;
telecommunications apparatus and
instruments; computer software for the
redirection of messages, Internet e-mail,
and/or other data to one or more electronic
handheld devices from a data store on or
associated with a personal computer or a
server; computer software for the
synchronization of data between a remote
station or device and a fixed or remote station
or device; fonts, typefaces, type designs and
symbols in the form of recorded data; chips,
discs and tapes bearing or for recording
computer programs and software; random
access memory, read only memory; solid
state memory apparatus; computer and
electronic games; computer equipment for
use with any of the aforesaid goods;
electronic apparatus with multimedia
functions for use with any of the aforesaid
goods; electronic apparatus with interactive
functions for use with any of the aforesaid
goods; accessories, parts, fittings, and testing
apparatus for all the aforementioned goods;
user manuals in electronically readable,
machine readable or computer readable form
for use with, and sold as a unit with, all the
aforementioned goods; apparatus for data
storage; hard drives; miniature hard disk
drive storage units; pre-recorded audio video
discs; CD-ROMs; digital versatile discs;
mouse pads; batteries; rechargeable batteries;
chargers; chargers for electric batteries;
headphones; stereo headphones; in-ear
headphones; stereo speakers; audio speakers;
audio speakers for home; monitor speakers;
speakers for computers; personal stereo
speaker apparatus; radio receivers, amplifiers,
sound recording and reproducing apparatus,
high fidelity stereo apparatus loudspeakers,
multiple speaker units, microphones; digital
audio and video devices; compact disc
players, digital versatile disc recorders and
players, digital audio tape recorders and
players; digital music and/or video players;

radios; video cameras; audio, video, and
digital mixers; radio transmitters; car audio
apparatus; parts and fittings for all the
aforesaid goods; bags and cases adapted or
shaped to contain cameras and/or video
cameras; mobile telephone covers; mobile
telephone cases; mobile telephone cases made
of leather or imitations of leather; mobile
telephone covers made of cloth or textile
materials; bags and cases adapted or shaped
to contain MP3 players, hand held computers,
tablet computers, personal digital assistants,
global positioning system (GPS) devices,
electronic organizers and electronic notepads.
FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

*IDENTIFICATION

016
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these
materials, not included in other classes;
printed matter; book binding material;
photographs; stationery; stickers; artists'
materials; paint brushes; typewriters and
office requisites (except furniture);
instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging
(not included in other classes); printers' type;
printing blocks; printed publications;
periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters;
brochures; booklets; pamphlets; manuals;
journals; leaflets; greeting cards; advertising
and promotional material; catalogues relating
to computer software; computer brochures;
computer handbooks; computer hardware
publications; computer hardware reference
manuals; computer hardware users guide;
computer instruction manuals; computer
manuals; publications relating to technology,
digital technology and gadgets; catalogues
relating to musical apparatus and instruments;

music books; music instruction manuals;
music magazines; excluding adhesives,
adhesive tape and sheets.
FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

028

*IDENTIFICATION

Toys; games and playthings; playing cards;
electronic hand-held game units; musical
toys, games and playthings; toy audio
apparatus; toy musical boxes; toy musical
instruments; toy record players for playing
tunes and cassettes; musical games; battery
operated toys; electronic toys; electric
computer games, other than those adapted for
use with television receivers; electrical and
electronic amusement apparatus (automatic,
coin/counter freed); electronic games being
automatic, coin-freed or counter-freed (other
than those adapted for use with television
receivers); hand-held electronic games and
apparatus (other than those adapted for use
with television receiver only); video games
other than those adapted for use with
television receivers only; automatic and coinoperated amusement machines; computer
game apparatus other than coin operated or
those adapted for use with television
receivers; video output toys and games;
electronically operated toys; interactive
computer toys and games; musical toys and
games; stand alone video game machines
incorporating a means of display; toy
handheld electronic devices; toy computers
(not working); toy mobile telephones (not
working); parts and fittings for all the
aforesaid goods.

FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

038
Telecommunications; communication and
telecommunication services;
telecommunication access services;
communications by computer;
communication between computers;
electronic sending of data and documentation
via the Internet or other databases; supply of
data and news by electronic transmission;
providing telecommunication access to
websites and electronic news services online
allowing the download of information and
data; providing telecommunication access to
web sites on the Internet; delivery of digital
music by telecommunications; providing
wireless telecommunications via electronic
communications networks; wireless digital
messaging, paging services, and electronic
mail services, including services that enable a
user to send and/or receive messages through
a wireless data network; one-way and twoway paging services; communication by
computer, computer intercommunication;
telex, telegram and telephone services;
broadcasting or transmission of radio and
television programmes; time sharing services
for communication apparatus; provision of
telecommunications access and links to
computer databases and the Internet;
electronic transmission of streamed and
downloadable audio and video files via
computer and other communications
networks; webcasting services (transmission);
delivery of messages by electronic
transmission; provision of connectivity
services and access to electronic
communications networks, for transmission
or reception of audio, video or multimedia
content; provision of telecommunications
connections to electronic communication

*IDENTIFICATION

networks, for transmission or reception of
audio, video or multimedia content; providing
telecommunication access to digital music
web sites on the Internet; providing
telecommunication access to MP3 web sites
on the Internet; delivery of digital music by
telecommunications; provision of
telecommunications connections to the
Internet or computer databases; electronic
mail services; telecommunication of
information (including web pages); video
broadcasting, broadcasting pre-recorded
videos featuring music and entertainment,
television programs, motion pictures, news,
sports, games, cultural events, and
entertainment-related programs of all kinds,
via a global computer network; streaming of
video content via a global computer network;
subscription audio broadcasting via a global
computer network; audio broadcasting; audio
broadcasting of spoken word, music,
concerts, and radio programmes, broadcasting
pre-recorded videos featuring music and
entertainment, television programmes,
motion pictures, news, sports, games, cultural
events, and entertainment-related
programmes of all kinds, via computer and
other communications networks; streaming of
audio content via a global computer network;
electronic transmission of audio and video
files via communications networks;
communication services, namely, matching
users for the transfer of music, video and
audio recordings via communication
networks; providing on-line bulletin boards
for the transmission of messages among
computer users concerning entertainment,
music, concerts, videos, radio, television,
film, news, sports, games and cultural events;
rental and hire of communication apparatus
and electronic mail-boxes; electronic news
services; electronic communications
consultancy; facsimile, message collection
and transmission services; transmission of
data and of information by electronic means,
computer, cable, radio, teleprinter, teleletter,
electronic mail, telecopier, television,

microwave, laser beam, communications
satellite or electronic communication means;
transmission of data by audio-visual
apparatus controlled by data processing
apparatus or computers; information,
advisory and consultancy services relating to
all the aforesaid; provision of
telecommunication access time to web-sites
featuring multimedia materials; providing
telecommunication access to databases and
directories via communications networks for
obtaining data in the fields of music, video,
film, books, television, games and sports;
providing users with telecommunication
access time to electronic communications
networks with means of identifying, locating,
grouping, distributing, and managing data
and links to third-party computer servers,
computer processors and computer users.
FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

041

*IDENTIFICATION

Providing web-sites, via a global computer
network, to enable users to program the
scheduling of audio, video, text and other
multimedia content, including music,
concerts, videos, radio, television, news,
sports, games, cultural events, and
entertainment-related programs as they will
be aired.

FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

*INTERNATIONAL CLASS

042

*IDENTIFICATION

Scientific and technological services and
research and design relating thereto;
industrial analysis and research services;
design and development of computer
hardware and software; computer hardware
and software consulting services; rental of
computer hardware and software apparatus
and equipment; multimedia and audio-visual
software consulting services; computer
programming; support and consultation
services for developing computer systems,
databases and applications; graphic design for
the compilation of web pages on the Internet;
information relating to computer hardware or
software provided on-line from a global
computer network or the Internet; creating
and maintaining web-sites; hosting the websites of others; providing search engines for
obtaining data via communications networks;
application service provider (ASP) services
featuring software for use in connection with
online music subscription service, software
that enables users to play and program music
and entertainment-related audio, video, text
and multimedia content, and software
featuring musical sound recordings,
entertainment-related audio, video, text and
multimedia content; providing temporary
internet access to use on-line nondownloadable software to enable users to
program audio, video, text and other
multimedia content, including music,
concerts, videos, radio, television, news,
sports, games, cultural events, and
entertainment-related programs; providing
search engines for obtaining data on a global
computer network; information, advisory and
consultancy services relating to all the
aforesaid; operating search engines; computer
consulting and support services for scanning
information into computer discs; creating
indexes of online information, sites and other
resources available on global computer
networks for others; providing user access to
the Internet (service providers).

FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

FILING BASIS

SECTION 44(d)

FOREIGN APPLICATION NUMBER

41168

FOREIGN APPLICATION
COUNTRY

Trinidad and Tobago

FOREIGN FILING DATE

07/16/2009

ATTORNEY INFORMATION
NAME

Robert Cohen

STREET

2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400

CITY

Wilmington

STATE

Delaware

COUNTRY

United States

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

19808

EMAIL ADDRESS

ipadevel@gmail.com

AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA EMAIL

Yes

CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
NAME

Robert Cohen

STREET

2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400

CITY

Wilmington

STATE

Delaware

COUNTRY

United States

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

19808

EMAIL ADDRESS

ipadevel@gmail.com

AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA EMAIL

Yes

FEE INFORMATION
NUMBER OF CLASSES

6

FEE PER CLASS

325

*TOTAL FEE DUE

1950

*TOTAL FEE PAID

1950

SIGNATURE INFORMATION
SIGNATURE

NOT PROVIDED

SIGNATORY'S NAME

NOT PROVIDED

SIGNATORY'S POSITION

NOT PROVIDED

DATE SIGNED

NOT PROVIDED

PTO Form 1478 (Rev 9/2006)
OMB No. 0651-0009 (Exp 12/31/2008)

Trademark/Service Mark Application, Principal Register
Serial Number: 77913563
Filing Date: 01/16/2010

To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
MARK: IPAD (Standard Characters, see mark)
The literal element of the mark consists of IPAD.
The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
The applicant, IP Application Development LLC, a limited liability company legally organized under the
laws of Delaware, having an address of
2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400
Wilmington, Delaware 19808
United States
requests registration of the trademark/service mark identified above in the United States Patent and
Trademark Office on the Principal Register established by the Act of July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. Section 1051
et seq.), as amended, for the following:
International Class 009: Computers, computer peripheral devices, computer terminals; computer
hardware; computer gaming machines, microprocessors, memory boards, monitors, displays, keyboards,
cables, modems, printers, disk drives, adapters, adapter cards, connectors and drivers; blank computer
storage media; magnetic data carriers; computer software and firmware, namely, operating system
programs, data synchronization programs, and application development tool programs for personal and
handheld computers; pre-recorded computer programs for personal information management, database
management software, character recognition software, telephony management software, electronic mail
and messaging software, paging software, mobile telephone software; database synchronization software,
computer programs for accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer hardware and
software for providing integrated telephone communication with computerized global information
networks; handheld digital electronic devices and software related thereto; MP3 and other digital format

audio players; hand held computers, tablet computers, personal digital assistants, electronic organizers,
electronic notepads; mobile digital electronic devices, global positioning system (GPS) devices,
telephones; handheld and mobile digital electronic devices for the sending and receiving of telephone
calls, faxes, electronic mail, and other digital data; cordless telephones; mobile telephones; parts and
accessories for mobile telephones; facsimile machines, answering machines, cameras, videophones,
telephone-based information retrieval software and hardware; electronic handheld units for the wireless
receipt, storage and/or transmission of data and messages, and electronic devices that enable the user to
keep track of or manage personal information; electronic communication equipment and instruments;
telecommunications apparatus and instruments; computer software for the redirection of messages,
Internet e-mail, and/or other data to one or more electronic handheld devices from a data store on or
associated with a personal computer or a server; computer software for the synchronization of data
between a remote station or device and a fixed or remote station or device; fonts, typefaces, type designs
and symbols in the form of recorded data; chips, discs and tapes bearing or for recording computer
programs and software; random access memory, read only memory; solid state memory apparatus;
computer and electronic games; computer equipment for use with any of the aforesaid goods; electronic
apparatus with multimedia functions for use with any of the aforesaid goods; electronic apparatus with
interactive functions for use with any of the aforesaid goods; accessories, parts, fittings, and testing
apparatus for all the aforementioned goods; user manuals in electronically readable, machine readable or
computer readable form for use with, and sold as a unit with, all the aforementioned goods; apparatus for
data storage; hard drives; miniature hard disk drive storage units; pre-recorded audio video discs; CDROMs; digital versatile discs; mouse pads; batteries; rechargeable batteries; chargers; chargers for electric
batteries; headphones; stereo headphones; in-ear headphones; stereo speakers; audio speakers; audio
speakers for home; monitor speakers; speakers for computers; personal stereo speaker apparatus; radio
receivers, amplifiers, sound recording and reproducing apparatus, high fidelity stereo apparatus
loudspeakers, multiple speaker units, microphones; digital audio and video devices; compact disc players,
digital versatile disc recorders and players, digital audio tape recorders and players; digital music and/or
video players; radios; video cameras; audio, video, and digital mixers; radio transmitters; car audio
apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain
cameras and/or video cameras; mobile telephone covers; mobile telephone cases; mobile telephone cases
made of leather or imitations of leather; mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials; bags
and cases adapted or shaped to contain MP3 players, hand held computers, tablet computers, personal
digital assistants, global positioning system (GPS) devices, electronic organizers and electronic notepads.
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.
(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.
International Class 016: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other
classes; printed matter; book binding material; photographs; stationery; stickers; artists' materials; paint
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional and teaching material (except
apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing blocks;
printed publications; periodicals; books; magazines; newsletters; brochures; booklets; pamphlets; manuals;
journals; leaflets; greeting cards; advertising and promotional material; catalogues relating to computer

software; computer brochures; computer handbooks; computer hardware publications; computer hardware
reference manuals; computer hardware users guide; computer instruction manuals; computer manuals;
publications relating to technology, digital technology and gadgets; catalogues relating to musical
apparatus and instruments; music books; music instruction manuals; music magazines; excluding
adhesives, adhesive tape and sheets.
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.
(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.
International Class 028: Toys; games and playthings; playing cards; electronic hand-held game units;
musical toys, games and playthings; toy audio apparatus; toy musical boxes; toy musical instruments; toy
record players for playing tunes and cassettes; musical games; battery operated toys; electronic toys;
electric computer games, other than those adapted for use with television receivers; electrical and
electronic amusement apparatus (automatic, coin/counter freed); electronic games being automatic, coinfreed or counter-freed (other than those adapted for use with television receivers); hand-held electronic
games and apparatus (other than those adapted for use with television receiver only); video games other
than those adapted for use with television receivers only; automatic and coin-operated amusement
machines; computer game apparatus other than coin operated or those adapted for use with television
receivers; video output toys and games; electronically operated toys; interactive computer toys and games;
musical toys and games; stand alone video game machines incorporating a means of display; toy handheld
electronic devices; toy computers (not working); toy mobile telephones (not working); parts and fittings
for all the aforesaid goods.
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.
(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.
International Class 038: Telecommunications; communication and telecommunication services;
telecommunication access services; communications by computer; communication between computers;
electronic sending of data and documentation via the Internet or other databases; supply of data and news
by electronic transmission; providing telecommunication access to websites and electronic news services
online allowing the download of information and data; providing telecommunication access to web sites
on the Internet; delivery of digital music by telecommunications; providing wireless telecommunications
via electronic communications networks; wireless digital messaging, paging services, and electronic mail
services, including services that enable a user to send and/or receive messages through a wireless data
network; one-way and two-way paging services; communication by computer, computer
intercommunication; telex, telegram and telephone services; broadcasting or transmission of radio and
television programmes; time sharing services for communication apparatus; provision of
telecommunications access and links to computer databases and the Internet; electronic transmission of

streamed and downloadable audio and video files via computer and other communications networks;
webcasting services (transmission); delivery of messages by electronic transmission; provision of
connectivity services and access to electronic communications networks, for transmission or reception of
audio, video or multimedia content; provision of telecommunications connections to electronic
communication networks, for transmission or reception of audio, video or multimedia content; providing
telecommunication access to digital music web sites on the Internet; providing telecommunication access
to MP3 web sites on the Internet; delivery of digital music by telecommunications; provision of
telecommunications connections to the Internet or computer databases; electronic mail services;
telecommunication of information (including web pages); video broadcasting, broadcasting pre-recorded
videos featuring music and entertainment, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports, games,
cultural events, and entertainment-related programs of all kinds, via a global computer network; streaming
of video content via a global computer network; subscription audio broadcasting via a global computer
network; audio broadcasting; audio broadcasting of spoken word, music, concerts, and radio programmes,
broadcasting pre-recorded videos featuring music and entertainment, television programmes, motion
pictures, news, sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related programmes of all kinds, via
computer and other communications networks; streaming of audio content via a global computer network;
electronic transmission of audio and video files via communications networks; communication services,
namely, matching users for the transfer of music, video and audio recordings via communication
networks; providing on-line bulletin boards for the transmission of messages among computer users
concerning entertainment, music, concerts, videos, radio, television, film, news, sports, games and cultural
events; rental and hire of communication apparatus and electronic mail-boxes; electronic news services;
electronic communications consultancy; facsimile, message collection and transmission services;
transmission of data and of information by electronic means, computer, cable, radio, teleprinter, teleletter,
electronic mail, telecopier, television, microwave, laser beam, communications satellite or electronic
communication means; transmission of data by audio-visual apparatus controlled by data processing
apparatus or computers; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid;
provision of telecommunication access time to web-sites featuring multimedia materials; providing
telecommunication access to databases and directories via communications networks for obtaining data in
the fields of music, video, film, books, television, games and sports; providing users with
telecommunication access time to electronic communications networks with means of identifying,
locating, grouping, distributing, and managing data and links to third-party computer servers, computer
processors and computer users.
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.
(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.
International Class 041: Providing web-sites, via a global computer network, to enable users to
program the scheduling of audio, video, text and other multimedia content, including music, concerts,
videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, cultural events, and entertainment-related programs as they
will be aired.
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.

(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.
International Class 042: Scientific and technological services and research and design relating
thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and
software; computer hardware and software consulting services; rental of computer hardware and software
apparatus and equipment; multimedia and audio-visual software consulting services; computer
programming; support and consultation services for developing computer systems, databases and
applications; graphic design for the compilation of web pages on the Internet; information relating to
computer hardware or software provided on-line from a global computer network or the Internet; creating
and maintaining web-sites; hosting the web-sites of others; providing search engines for obtaining data via
communications networks; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for use in
connection with online music subscription service, software that enables users to play and program music
and entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content, and software featuring musical sound
recordings, entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content; providing temporary internet
access to use on-line non-downloadable software to enable users to program audio, video, text and other
multimedia content, including music, concerts, videos, radio, television, news, sports, games, cultural
events, and entertainment-related programs; providing search engines for obtaining data on a global
computer network; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; operating
search engines; computer consulting and support services for scanning information into computer discs;
creating indexes of online information, sites and other resources available on global computer networks
for others; providing user access to the Internet (service providers).
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related
company or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services.
(15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).
Priority based on foreign filing: Applicant has a bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce on or in
connection with the identified goods and/or services and asserts a claim of priority based on Trinidad and
Tobago application number 41168, filed 07/16/2009. 15 U.S.C. Section 1126(d), as amended.

The applicant hereby appoints Robert Cohen
2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400
Wilmington, Delaware 19808
United States
to submit this application on behalf of the applicant.
Correspondence Information: Robert Cohen
2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400
Wilmington, Delaware 19808
ipadevel@gmail.com (authorized)
A fee payment in the amount of $1950 has been submitted with the application, representing payment for

6 class(es).

RAM Sale Number: 6946
RAM Accounting Date: 01/19/2010
Serial Number: 77913563
Internet Transmission Date: Sat Jan 16 20:12:26 EST 2010
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/BAS-71.246.11.118-2010011620122607
1520-77913563-460b49e3e37dac4d104141bd27
f8a41043-DA-6946-20100116182550902541

